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p 246-261

receipt Pay the bill and ask for a  .receipt

received The band  stupendous applause.received

recognize I didn't  you with you hair cut.recognize

recognition I got the  I deserved for my hard work.recognition

recommend I can  this book to everybody.recommend

recreation My son favorite  is playing football.recreation

reference If you are stuck, use the instruction book for  .reference

reflected Yesterday i saw you  in the glass cabinet.reflected

refresh  the web page to get the latest scores.Refresh

regardless
The internet allows learners to collaborate with each other  of regardless

where they live in the world.

register You need to  to use many web sites.register

regular There is a  bus to York.regular

relay They set a new record for the 400m  race.relay

relevant That isn't very  to the conversation.relevant

reliable She's my most  worker.reliable

remarkable The view from the top was  .remarkable

removed If you intimidate the bus driver, you may be  from the bus.removed

replacing  old buildings will redevelop the town.Replacing

represent The organisation represents the more vulnerable members of our society.
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receptionist The  welcomes the guesses to the hotel.receptionist

reputation The author has a very good  .reputation

rescued Rama  his wife Sita from the Demon King.rescued

reserve Can we  our seats on this flight?reserve

resigned The company president has  .resigned

resist I ate all the doughnuts. I couldn't  a temptation.resist

irresistible The smell of the cake baking was  .irresistible

resistance There is always a little  to new things.resistance

resolution Most people need a little push to take the  to quit smoking.resolution

residents Those born in the Alaskan village are the only true  .residents

respectively I bought 3 and 5 kilos of bananas and oranges  .respectively

respond It took a while for my sister to  to my message.respond

restaurants There are many  in the city centre.restaurants

restrict They  the entrance of minors in the theater.restrict

revealed When he opened the curtains he  the plaque hidden behind.revealed

revised This is the  version of this movie.revised

rhyme These words all rhyme: time, crime, chime.

riddle A  is a type of word puzzle.riddle

rigid The scaffolding on the building is a  structure.rigid

ripe Pick the apples when they are  .ripe

route Which is the best  to the coast?route

routine After many years she became bored of her daily  .routine
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royal The  family lives in that palace.royal

rubber Car tyres (US: tires) are made of  .rubber

rural Internet access is still limited in some  areas.rural

Russian  writing looks strange to me.Russian
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